Cancer
A NaturalApproach
Anyone who has ever had cancer, or had a loved one with cancer, knows the feelings of fear, anxiery worry and often hopelessnessthat this very serious
illness can bring. And little wonder, considering cancer is the second leading cause of
death in civilized nations. Furthermore, conventional ffeatments such as chemotherapy,
radiation and surgery are often dangerousin and of themselves.So, it's little wonder that
cancer usually causesintense emotional distressin everyoneinvolved. However, one must
never believe that there is no hope, even when orthodox medicine doesn't offer any. fu
long as the body has life, there is hope.
Of course, the subject of cancer is far too involved to adequately addressin this short
newsletter,but we can, at least, acquaint you with some important information about
cancer from a natural healing perspective.If you have cancer,however, this information is
not adequate to develop an effective natural program to help with your cancer.It will give
'We
you some ideas about options you may not be familiar with.
strongly encourage you
to seek professional help when dealing with cancer.You need competent health care professionalshelping you with your program and monitoring your progress,but you should
also do some study on your own and learn about things you can do for yourself.
What

is Cancer?

Cancer is a diseaseinvolving cells that have undergone a genetic mutation so they are
no longer responsive to messagesfrom the body that regulatecell metabolism and growth.
These mutations are believed to be due to free radical damage and causethe cancer cells
to develop anaerobic metabolism. Normal cellshave an aerobicmetabolism,which means
they produce energy by means of orygen and oxidation. Anaerobic cells produce energy
without oxygen via a processof fermentation.
This is important to know becauseif the body is highly oxygenated, the environment
for cancer does not exist. In fact, in 1931, Dr. Otto Varburg won a Nobel Prize for
proving that whenever any cell is denied 600/oof its oxygen requirements, it can become
cancerous.So, conditions which deprive cells of oxygen (such as chronic inflammation,
build-up of toxins or problems with red blood cells or circulation) increasethe risk of
cancer.An overly acidic environment in the body is also a breeding ground for cancer.
Another important thing you should know is that cancer cells are forming in the
body on a regular basis.V.ry likely, you have a few inside you right now. Don't worry the
immune system normally recognizesthese deviant cells and destroysthem.
Therefore, rwo factors must exist for you to develop cancer. First, your body has to
have a toxic, low oxygen environment that encourages the development of anaerobic
cancer cells, and second, your imrnune systemmust be weakenedso that it is not able to
recognize and destroy these cells.
So, while killing cancer cells (the goal of conventional cancertherapy) is an important
part of treating c?nc€r; it does not fix the underlying problems that created the cancer in
the first place. This is the weaknessof the standard medical approach to cancer.An effective protocol for cancer should do rhore than just destroy cancer cells-it should try ro
restorea normal, healthy environment in the body and rebuild the immune system.
So, even if one choosesto use orthodox cancer therapiesto destroy the cancer cells,
they would be wise to consider doing natural therapy both to restore the bodyt state of
health and prevenr the cancer from reoccurring.

Tolearn how to do this,look inside...
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lmportant Notice
The informationin SunshrneShanngis
purposesonlyandshould
foreducational
not be used to diagnoseand treat diseases. lf you have a health problem,
youconsultacompetent
we recommend
healthpractitioner
beforeembarkingon
any courseof treatment.
SunshrneShaing is an independent
educationalpublicationand receives
no financialsupport from any herb
or health product manufacturer.Your
comments, questions and personal
e x p e r i e n c e sa r e w e l c o m e . S e n d
them to Sunshlne Shaing, P.O. Box
911239,St. George,UT 84791-1239
or
comments@treelite.
com.
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